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Dear readers,  

PHILOSOPHY OF SAFETY-II (In continuation with) 

The core safety beliefs are centered for safer work environment as well as ensuring 

safety to the customers. It is the value integrated with the product and service to be 

provided by any business organization. The core safety values are as under: 

1. All accidents are preventable. 
2. All injuries and deaths are preventable. Incidents can be managed. 
3. Working safely is a condition of employment and employee has the right task 

for it.  
4.  Safety is everyone’s responsibility. 
5. Learning, Training and Counseling of the employees to work safely is essential 

and a continuous process. 
6. Injury/illness prevention has a direct impact on employee morale, 

productivity, organizational earnings and customer satisfaction. 
7. Recognizing safe behavior fosters better understanding of our policies, 

philosophy and practices. 
8. Safety as a “way of life” for 24 hours/day. 
9. All individuals have the responsibility and accountability to identify, eliminate or 

manage risks associated with their workplace. 
 

The above core safety values are universal and lay the foundation of philosophy of 

safety. If we go by human psyche, the fulfillment of safety comes through 
mindfulness. The person who devotes his all action to the present moment can ensure 
safety. It is often seen that the person who fall victim to the accident or incident are either 
in the past moment or thinking ahead of the movement. Safety is not the activity in 
itself, but an attitude of the person that whatsoever he or she performed will  be safe for 

human kind. 
 

Various safety bulletins, railway board advisories and other literature available 
on the subject are being put forth. The following shortcuts adopted by staff which 
led to disasters. Some of the shortcuts adopted by various departments are as under: 

A. SHORTCUTS  ADOPTED BY OPERATING DEPARTMENT: 

1. There is a habit of officers, supervisors and sometimes senior officers to hide the 
accidents and USF to show improvement but they don’t know that they are doing a 
great mistake down the line for complacency and in orderliness. We must realize that 
safety is truth and truth is the God. The mindfulness and truth can avert any 
accidents either in working sphere or performing the domestic chorus including social 

living. 

2. Passing of train without ensuring clamping & padlocking of points during non-signal 

movements, pilot –in & pilot-out, shunting operations without signal etc.. 

3. When receiving a train on obstructed line through calling-on, Points man is not deputed 

to exhibit stop hand signal to LP. 
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4. During failure of point/signal, not ensuring the correct setting of points physically 
before issuing an authority to LP of train. 

5. Issue of caution order in advance anticipation that caution order is intended for the 
same train. 

6. Handing over of caution order to loco pilot & guard while the train on run without 
acknowledgement & also communicating through CUG/VHF. (Recent SPAD in JBP). 

7. Use of walkie–talkie without following the procedures laid down in SR 14.01.02 & 

14.01.03. 

8. Exchanging all right signal without observing the passing train from both sides. 

9. Guards of Mail Express and Freight trains are not exchanging the alright signals with 
passing trains in more vigilant manner. 

10. The rakes, which had been tippled/unloaded; left with residual material causing 

imbalance in running leading to derailments. 

11. Most of the time, loading supervisors are not ensuring that the cargo be evenly spread 
to avoid dislocation of the wagon during run. 

12. During shunting operation, especially in pushing back and forward movement at road 
side station, guards are generally not supervising and left the work to points man. 

13. During shunting, guard remains in Loco cab rather on line to supervise the shunting 
movement. 

14. Shunting is being allowed without issuing proper shunting order/authority as per 
stipulated guidelines & Issuing advance authority while shunting operation is on. 

15.  Non-withdrawal of shunting authority from LP/Guard during allowing train movement 
in case of non-isolated shunting operation. Leaving the shunting authority book with 
the LP till completion of shunting. 

16. Shunting on hand operated points without clamping & padlocking is the common 
phenomena and TIs and Station Masters are not taking it seriously as they believe 

that it will impact the efficiency in quick shunting operation. 

17. Vacancy of staff enforcing to perform regular extra hrs duty. 

18. Due to communication gap altering point during movement of track machines/group of 
track machines resulting two route & derailment. 

19. Allowing multiple movements over same point & crossings in one signal movement. 

20. Often, points are not set against occupied line after arrival of a train. 

21. Shortcut in GDR/not checking the load properly before start. 

22. Exchange of Private Number by gateman and SM in advance i.e., prior to physical 
closure of gate at non interlocked Level Crossings. 

23. Opening of level crossing to pass road vehicles on approach of a train. 

24. Non securing of stabled vehicles/rakes as per stipulated guidelines resulting roll down 
& lead to derailment / collision to the running train. 

25. It is a common habit of the station staff that they use stones for securing the vehicle 
at the railway station instead of designed skids. 

26. Detail inspection of supervisors is very casual/superficial in nature & the compliance 

also marked with noted and so on.  In some cases the inspection notes are prepared at 
home. Most of the officers are not recording the deficiencies, shortcuts, breach of 
the block rules in proper register and don’t question to the station master.  
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B. SHORTCUT METHODS ADOPTED BY THE TRACTION & ROLLING STOCK DEPT.: 

1. Shunting on walkie-talkie without proper observation and written authority. 

2. Shunting done from rear cab. 

3. Use of Walkie- Talkie for operational works and not following the procedure like 
All right signal, shunting etc. 

4. Shunting without Brake pipe pressure. 

5. Crew not exchanging signals loudly. 

6. Non-compliance of speed limits during shunting. 

7. Shunting without presence of Shunter/Pointsman in the last vehicle in pushing. 

8. Shunter not changing to lead cab in the Loco during shunt movements in yards 

9. Motorman not giving single bell while stopped at red signal. 

10. Shunting of coaching rakes without full brake pressure. 

11. Improper or non exchange of signals by loco pilots with guards or station staff 
and following instructions on walkie-talkie. 

12. Loco pilots acknowledging circulars in CMS without reading it in detail. 

13. Not draining the moisture from air vessels before continuity test. 

14. Late joining for duty and late reaching to the Loco. Results in insufficient time 
for proper checking the Loco. 

15. Before reaching the destination, i.e.; one station before packing their personal 
things on run. 

16. Using personal mobile phone in ‘on condition’  while driving the train. 

17. While working on tower wagon not providing discharge rod on both side. 

18. Taking Power block on mobile phone rather than on TPC Phone. Non-following of 
procedures of traffic block & power block in section & yard. 

19. Non-Provision of wooden wedges & safety chains by the C&W staff in pit line, 

rake examination line in for stabled the rakes in yards. 

20. Shunting without Brake pipe pressure. 

21. Skipping of Rolling in /Rolling out examination 

22. Allowing shunting without creating air pressure in rolling stock. 

23. Signing on duty without taking proper rest at Headquarter/Running room by 
running staff. Using mobile phone during rest at home & running room. 

24. Allowing moving goods train with invalid BPC, without proper GDR checks and with 
open wagon doors after unloading. 

25. Empties are drawn out from siding with pressure given to 5/10 wagons only. 
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C. SHORTCUT METHODS ADOPTED BY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT: 

1. Filling of joint proforma without critical examination. (e.g., Points & crossings 

register) 

2. Overdue packing in yards, point & crossings. 

3. Overlook maintenance of points-crossing as per Para 429 of IRPWM. Only about one 

third items having interface with S&T are generally covered under joint inspection 

register for Points & Crossings. 

4. Fault exists in rail/weld but it is not detected during USFD & if detected not 

protected properly. 

5. Casual inspections/observations and compliance of Points & Crossings deficiencies. 

6. Non-securing of machines, ballast trains & other material trains at station 

yards, engineering sidings.  

7. Movement of track machines without proper authority. 

8. Engineering staff working without proper block protection. 

9. Giving track fit without ensuring proper track parameters after engineering block. 

10. Joint inspection of points &crossing is not done properly and compliance of 

deficiencies noticed were not attended timely and properly. 

11. Using single banner flag at curves at proper/at improper visibility. Works of short 

duration are done without putting banner flag  HS flag & detonators at proper 

distance. 

12. Issuing PN without closing gate. 

13. Avoiding skid placement during maintenance at sick lines. 

14. After granting line block to Track machines no protection is done in rear of the 

machine working & without protecting adjacent line. 

15. Removing a greater number of ERC, than stipulated to save block time/to have more 

progress during CTR/TRT/distressing works. 

16. Not observing proper worksite protection. Non supervision of railway officials on 

contractual works by out sourced staff. 

17. Deputation of outsourced patrolmen without proper training. 

D.  SHORTCUT METHODS  ADOPTED BY S&T DEPARTMENT: 

1. At busy stations ESM and SM sometimes avoid disconnection/failure memos in order 

to manage time and failures. 

2. Signaling maintenance work without disconnection. 

3. Attending the Block instrument failure/maintenance without issuing dis-connection  

memo/failure memo. 

4. Ensuring double lock of signaling installations such as relay room, basement room, 

block instruments, panel etc & at many stations keeping the S&T lock with SM to 

make shortcut if required. 

5. Giving reconnection memo without completion of the work & manipulating relays from 

relay room. 
It is not humanly possible to log down all probable causes of the accidents but if we 

stress on philosophy of the accidents, resolve to ourselves that no accident would take place 
during my charge, spend time with subordinate staff, educating about safe practices in 

railway operation and appreciating the staff may lead to safe working in SWR and also on 
Indian Railways. There is no easy and available recipe for safety but persistent efforts 
everyday may lead to safe environment. Unsafe working is the symptom of rot in the system 
and in those systems, nothing is in order if we carefully examined. After all, in spite of 
several technological advancement, still human being is the only safety equipment, which can 
be improved by education, training and counseling. 

PCSO



 

 

2. SAFE OPERATION OF OHE INSPECTION CAR 
 

By S C Naik, Dy CSO/Elect 
 

Ref:-  Para No.20319 of  ACTM Vol-II Part-I. 
 

It is most important that tower wagon is operated in safe way during working in power block 

for the safety of TRD staff. The following precautions should be taken by Tower wagon driver 

& TRD supervisor  TRD  for safe operation of tower wagon 

1. OHE Inspection Car shall be driven only by an authorized person, and no person shall be 

so authorized unless he has knowledge of the section (Road and Signals) on which the 

car is to operate and is conversant with the operation and maintenance of car. He 

should also be in possession of competency certificate for the purpose. 

2. The movement of OHE Inspection Cars on tracks will be governed by all the rules 

governing movement of trains. 

3. The OHE Inspection car shall be driven at a speed not exceeding 10 km/h when 

checking contact wire level and stagger. This shall be done by running on the first gear. 

Riding on the clutch for this purpose is prohibited. 

4. If the OHE inspection Car is driven for other than recording operations, the speed 

should not exceed the designed speed subject to the speed restrictions imposed in the 

section. 

5. In every depot, at least two OHE staff shall be trained and issued with competency 

certificate to drive an OHE Inspection Car in the event of an emergency. 

6. The pantograph mounted on the roof of the OHE Inspection Car is electrically bonded 

to the under frame by means of a cable connection. This cable connection should be 

checked before starting any operation for checking and adjustment of OHE. 

7. The pantograph should normally be kept in the fully lowered position and clamped 

securely by means of the special clamp provided for the purpose. No string, cord, etc. 

shall be used for the purpose. 

8. Before any person goes up to the roof of the OHE Inspection Car for commencing 

inspection and adjustment, the section of the OHE concerned shall be made dead and 

earthed on either sides. Additional earths shall be provided where necessary. After 

earthing the OHE, an additional earth shall be provided near the OHE Inspection Car on 

the OHE of the track on which it is standing. An authorized person not lower in rank 



 

than a linesman shall then go up on the roof and remove the clamps to release the 

pantograph. 

9. Under no circumstances should the OHE inspection car be worked with the pantograph 

raised without an earth on either side of it on the section of the OHE in which it is to 

be worked. 

10. In order to ensure that the pantograph does not enter a section where the OHE is live 

the OHE inspection car shall be protected on both the sides with banner flags and 

other signal flags. The Driver shall always stop the OHE Inspection Car ahead of all 

turn outs, crossovers, insulated overlaps and section insulators first and then proceed 

only after ensuring that the section ahead is dead and earthed. Banner flags shall then 

be removed for the purpose of admitting the OHE inspection car into the section 

ahead. 

11. At the end of the Inspection and checking, the pantograph, shall be lowered and 

clamped by an authorized person not lower in rank than a linesman working on the roof 

after earthing the OHE of the track on which the OHE inspection car operating. The 

earths on the OHE near the OHE Inspection Car shall then be removed after all 

persons working on the roof have come down. 

12. The lifting and swivelling platform shall ordinarily lie in the fully lowered position along 

the length of the OHE Inspection Car. 

13. The swivelling platform shall be raised or lowered only when the OHE Inspection Car is 

stationary. 

14. The platform shall be moved out of the normal position only when the OHE Inspection 

Car is stationary. 

15. The OHE Inspection Car shall be moved only after the platform has been put back in 

the normal position. 

16. If the OHE Inspection Car is to be moved with the platform raised, it may be done at a 

speed not exceeding 5 km/h. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

3. CABLE CUTS LEADING TO S&T FAILURES & ITS PREVENTIVE MEASURES:  
By Prabhat Kumar, SSO/S&T 

 

On review of cable cut cases during the first quarter i.e. Apr-Jun, 2022, it was noticed 

that a large number of such cases have been reported in the Divisions (KUR-30, WAT-15, SBP-

04). The average duration of such failures are 4.01 hrs. Cable cuts leading to failure of S&T 

gears not only endangers safety but also affects   mobility. 

          Moreover, most of these cases could have been avoided if laid down guidelines were 

followed. In view of the above, the following preventive measures shall be taken to minimize 

such cases- 

1) Monthly by foot checking of cables shall be ensured by signal and telecom 

maintainer. Such checking should be properly documented.  

2) Cable laying plan must be available at station yards and other places of train 

operation. If cable plans are not available, they should be prepared to the scale. 

Cable plan should be referred to while giving marking for new work involving 

trenching or while planning new work so that such works do not need any trenching 

near cable path.  

3) While allowing trenching in station area, marking should be given by the concerned 

S&T supervisor after referring to the cable plan and by using cable locator. 

Trenching should be allowed only when written memo is received from the executing 

agency that cable route is clearly understood by them. Preferably manual digging 

should be done where cable is too close to the area needing excavation.  

4) Cases of unauthorized digging by railway contractors/outsiders must be dealt with 

firmly. 

5) Cable joint should always be above the earth through junction boxes. Joints which 

are under the earth should be brought above earth in a planned manner.   

6) Periodic meggering of cables must be ensured and documented as per the laid down 

instructions.  

7) Theft prone areas to be patrolled intensively. Theft cases should be taken to the 

logical conclusion by apprehending the culprit.  

8) Despite of following the due procedure, if any cable gets damaged or cut, S&T staff 

should be immediately informed. S&T staff should immediately arrange for the 

rectification so that normal traffic is restored. 



 

4. HQ SAFETY CIRCULAR ISSUED IN THE MONTH: 

 (SAFETY CIRCULAR NO: 07/2022) 

   Sub:  Fire in Freight Trains.  

  It is observed that fire on wagons loaded with coal & coke etc. is found en-route 

and might cause damage to Railway property. But laid down procedure is not being followed in the 

sections by concerned staff. Hence, extracts from GR 6.10 % SR thereto and SOP on fire by 

Railway Board dt. 17.05.2021 are reiterated below for strict compliance by all concerned. 

 A Railway servant noticing a fire, likely to result in loss of fire or cause damage to 

property, shall take all possible steps to save life and property to prevent it from spreading and 

to extinguish it. 

The occurrence of a fire shall in every case be reported to the nearest Station Master by the 

most expeditious means and the Station Master shall take such action as may be prescribed by 

special instruction. 

The Station Master:- 

a) On receipt of information regarding a fire accident shall intimate the nearest civil fire 

station, Divisional Security Officer, section Controller & adjacent station. 

b) In the event of a vehicle on  a train being on fire, the train shall be stopped and the 

burning vehicle isolated, a distance of not less than 45 meters being left between it and 

the other vehicles of the train. 

c) Every effort shall be made to extinguish the fire and to save the wagon labels, seals and 

the contents of the vehicles. 

d) Earth or sand if available shall be used. 

e) The fire appliances, available in the station shall be made used of in all cases where fire 

has broken out. 

The crew shall carry out the following: 

a) The train will be controlled immediately and brought to the nearest station/yard in the 

loop line or yard line in consultation with the nearest station & Section Controller. 

b) The affected wagon or wagons shall be separated from the rest of the train. 

c) Provide anti-rolling arrangement on the isolated wagons and train. 

d) Guard and Loco Pilot shall try to extinguish the fire from nearby tank or water columns 

at stations. 

e) The train staff may obtain the assistance of any passerby or adjacent villagers in case 

of emergency to obtain water and assist in extinction of fire. 

f) The fire appliances, available in the train & engine shall be made use of in all cases where 

fire has broken out. 

g) Train Manager of the train should lodge a FIR, if required.  

   All inspecting Officials FDTIs, CLIs, Station Masters, SSE (C&W), Commercial Inspectors 

& CGS are directed to pay special attention to above subject & should ensure strict compliance 

and also counsel concerned staff accordingly. The above subject should also be discussed widely 

in Safety Seminars/safety meetings.                              

               Sd/- 
 

Pr. Chief safety Officer 

 



 

5. Accident Statistics & Brief Of Accident Particulars Upto JUNE - 2022: 

ACCIDENTS Upto  JUNE -2022  
 

CONSEQUENTIAL TRAIN ACCIDENTS AS ON JUNE-2022:- 

Type of Accident  2021-22 2021-22 Upto 
JUNE/22 

2022-23 Upto 
JUNE/22 

TOTAL CHANGE  

Collisions 04(ANGL-TLHD, HDS station & two in BHNS-

KMLR section) 
  - 

Derailments - - - - 

MLC - - - - 

FIRE - - - - 

Misc.  - - - - 

Total 04(ANGL-TLHD, HDS station & two in BHNS-

KMLR section) 
0 0 0 

 

NON CONSEQUENTIAL OTHER TRAIN ACCIDENTS for 2021-22 & 2022-23 Upto JUNE:- 

YEAR Collision Derailment Fire MLC Unusual 
Indicative

/SPAD 

Rolling stock/ 

Equp failure 
Misc. Total 

2021-22 - 04(BHNS-BCHL Sabotage, JKPR, 

BDVR-SLPM, ), SXZ-BALU 
- - 

01 
(BCHL Loco 

set a blaze) 
- - - 05 

2020-21 

(Upto June’21) 
 

01 
BHNS-BCHL Sabotage 

- - - - - - 01 

2022-23 

(Upto June’22) 
 01(DPC-GPJ) - - - - - - 01 

NON CONSEQUENTIAL YARD ACCIDENTS for  2021-22 & 2022-23 Upto JUNE:- 

YEAR Collision Derailment Fire MLC Unusual SPAD/Indicative  

Rolling 

stock 

/Equipment 

failure 

Misc. Total 

2021-22 

 
- 

14(ANGL, KDJR, SCMN, 

NPD, BCHL, DOBL, VZM, 

DVD , CTS, BXQ, BDBA, 

CTC & BHJA, SPRD) 

- - - 
03 

BBSN, BSDP- KAPG 

IBS, MZZ-BTV IBS 

- - 17 

2020-21 

(Upto june/21) 
- 02(ANGL & kdjr) - - - 01 (BBSN) - - 03 

2022-23 

(Upto june/22) 
- 02 (PSA & HDS) - - - - - - 02 

 There is no SPAD case recorded in 2015-16, 2017-18, 2018-19 &2020-21 &01 SPAD each in 2016-17 (BRAG-CTC Auto Sig) & 
2019-20 (BALU) & 03 in 2021-22 (BBSN Goods & Mail exp trains at  IB signal of KAPG-BSDP & MZZ-BTV) & Nil till date in 2022-23. 

 There is no fire and MLC incidence in 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22 & 2022-23 till date 
 Summary of accident for 2021-22:Consequential Accident : 04, Other Train Accident: 05, SPAD-03,Yard /Misc /Unusual 

Accident : 14 Total=26 
 Summary of accident for 2022-23 (BY JUNE):Consequential Accident : 0, Other Train Accident: 1, SPAD-0,Yard /Misc/ 

Unusual Accident : 02 Total=03 

 



 

 

BRIEF OF ACCIDENTS REPORTED TO RAILWAY BOARD IN 2022-23 TILL DATE: 
Other train Accident   2022-23:-  

Sl 

No 

Date & 

Time/ ID 

Divn Type & 

Section 

Train No. Brief of Accident Cause 

 

Responsibility 

 

01 30.05.22/ 

21.35 hrs 

ID:202205

12001  

Derailment 

/D5 
Sr.Sub 

inquiry 

accepted on 

31.05.2022 

by Sr.DSO & 

JS inquiry 

ordered on 

31.05.2022. 

Accepted by 

DRM on 

11.06.2022,  

 

GPJ-DPC sec 

at Km. 

122/05-07 

Cost of 

damage: Rs. 
32031/- 
 

 

Train no. (DN) 

KJSW 29/27, 

Loco no. 

23694, 23766, 

23571 WAG5, 

Load 

60/60=5909T, 

BPC 

500004956 

dated 

10.05.2022 

issued at 

RMUYVSPS 

Train no. (DN) KJSW 29/27, 

Loco no. 23694, 23766, 

23571 WAG5, Load 

60/60=5909T, BPC 500004956 

dated 10.05.2022 issued at 

RMUYVSPS left DPC at 

21:17hrs got derailed by front 

trolley, last pair wheels of the   

leading loco hitting a boulder 

fallen middle of the track at 

KM 122/05-07 at 21:35hrs 

from the nearby blasting site 

for ongoing doubling work & 

dragged upto 25 meters. Re-

railment completed & track fit 

given at 04:35hrs 

Boulder of size  

(1.25*0.40*0.50 

M3) fallen from the 

doubling 

construction side 

due to non-

supervision of rock 

cutting of major 

contractual works 

and lack of 

vigilance/precaution 

taken by the 

construction 

department staff 

present at side 

Primary: 

Construction 

department 

for not taking 

precaution at 

work site.  

1.M/s C.S> 

Reddy & Co 

2. K.V.R. 

Sharma/ 

SSE/W/Con:  

3 Venkatesh/ 

Stationary 

Watchman 

4.Sri G. 

Srinivas Rao/ 

Stationary 

Watchmsn.  

BW: 

Sr. Sub 

 

Yard Accidents for   2022-23:-  

Sl 

No 

Date & 

Time/ ID 

Divn Type & 

Section 

Train No. Brief of Accident Cause 

 

Responsibility 

 

01 13.04.22/ 

19:20 hrs 

ID:202204

12001  

Derailment 

/D6  
Sr. Sub 

inquiry 

accepted by 

09.05.22 by 

ADRM/Infra/

KUR 

KUR DIV 

PSA yard/R-

11 

 

Loco No 33407 

WAG-9/TATA  

During shunting loco no. 33407 

WAG9/TATA, front trolley 02 

wheels got derailed at point no 

80B-05 on R/11 at PSA yard 

at 19:20 hrs.  

On duty LP unable 

to control before 

point no 80 B.  

Primary: Sri 

G.Sridhar 

Sr.ALP/PSA,  

Secondary: NIL. 

BW:- Sri 

S.V.Ramana, 

STM/PSA,  

02 15.06.2022

/14.45hrs 

ID: 

202206120

01/D-6 
JAG Inq 

headed by 

Sr.DSO/ 

KUR started on 

18.06.2022co

mpleted on 

25.06.2022 

Accepted by 

DRM on 

15.07.2022und

er preparation 

KUR div 

HDS-NGMP 

at KM 

366/14-18 

near 

advanced 

starter 

signal of 

HDS. 

E/PRR-

BCN(Ld) 42+1 

BPC:50000412

370/PAU yard/ 

NED/SCR 

issued on 

31.05.22 

End-to end. 

 

After leaving HDS yard, 

leading 02 wheels of front loco 

derailed. 

Track fit 19.30 hrs followed 

by BCM block again & then 

final fit given at 20.50 hrs. 

Due to variation of 

track parameters 

after BCM work. 

20 kmph speed 

restriction was 

existing. 

Primary: 

1. Sri Abdhesh 

Kumar, SSE 

/P.Way/Spcl/CTC 

2. Sri K.C Das, 

SSE 

/P.Way(I/C)/DNM 

3. Satyananda 

Rout/Mate/G.No-

41A/HDS. 
Immediate 

suspension of 

JE/SSE executing 

the block. 

NB: There was no consequential & Indicative train accident during 2022-23 till date. 

http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001
http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001
http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001
http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001


 

 

6. Accident per Million Train Kilometers (Comparative Annual Performance Agreement)/MOU:- 

Year Collis

ion 

Derailments Total 

Accident 

Total MT Km in 

thousands  

Accident per  

MT Km 

2020-21      0 

 

01 01 44.420 0.02 

2021-22 

Upto JUNE  

      0 

 

04 04 12.844 0 

2022-23 

Upto JUNE 

0 0 0 15.648 0 

INITIATIVES TAKEN BY THE SAFETY DEPARTMENT upto  JUNE-2022 

Name of the items  2021-22  2021-22 Upto 

JUNE/21  
2022-23 Upto 

JUNE/22  
% Variation  with respect 

to corresponding period of 

previous year  

Safety Audits  

INTRA  04 01  01  -  

INTER  0 0  0  -  

DIV  55 14 08 -42 

Safety Drive  81 21 10 -52 

Safety Seminars/Webinar             1445 374 410 10 

Safety Circulars/Alert message  64 11 15 36 

Public Counselled  2,05,970 49,560 51,891 4.70 

Staff Counselled           59,004 8501 6820 -19 

Ambush Checks  1141 230 289 25 

Inspections  15259 3201 4439 38.7 

Inspections (SAFETY)  2153 557 744 33.6 

Refresher  7081 1075 2108 96 

Leaflets       2,82,708 30,559 49,304 61 

Mock Drill  159 27 37 37 

Nukad Natak  84 27 28 4 

7. Two Liner SMS Message Campaign: JUNE-2022 

1. SMS/message campaign was done through officers & supervisors of various departments & 

then down the line staff on the following safety issues: 
a. Separate Transformer (Constant Voltage Transformer) shall be used for feeding signals and 

track feed in IPS. 

b. It is to be ensured that S&T officials must acknowledge and present during engineering block 

taken by the engineering department to work in the yard at the point zones or glued joint 

areas which may likely to affect interlocking as per the stipulated guidelines. 

c. Ensure safe track parameters with manual packing at the closing location and non tamping 

locations of BCM work before allowing traffic. 

d. Do not throw tools from ground to staff working on OHE. 

e. Rear cab shunting operation to be strictly prohibited. 

f. Don’t pack line bag/box before train stops at destination or crew changing point. 



 

8. Major Initiatives/Activities undertaken by ECoR on safety issues & 

achievements in the month:- 
 
 

1. A total of 93 level crossing gates, 51 villages, 52 market places, 07 schools & 34 gram 

panchayats were covered under public awareness campaign wherein 33,525 road/rail users & 

2075 staff were counseled. Total 37,420 leaflets were distributed & 13,170 SMSs were sent. A 

total of 10 Nukad Nataks were performed on “precautions to be taken while passing manned 

level crossings, crossing railway track & use of foot over bridge”. A total of 8242 number of 

audio visual media advertisements were made. Div 

2. The health of track is being regularly monitored by OMS-2000 machines. Track monitoring for 

4279 TKM of track was done during the month & all peaks more than 0.20g have been 

attended. 

3. CTR of 22.8 unit track renewals was completed during the month. 

4. Plain track 65.293 km of & 59 turnouts were deep screened during the month. 

5. Shoulder Ballast cleaning for 72.209 km of track was carried out during the month. 

6. 39.25 eq units of TTR (6 turnouts + 2 D/switches + 19 FS sleeper sets + 14 switches + 59 CMS 

xings + 20 TWS) were renewed during the month at different yards. 

7. Though fittings renewal for 23.136 km of track was done during the month. 

8. Through weld renewal by MFBW for 3.261 km of track was done during the month. 

9. USFD testing of 1946.94 km of track was done during this month for detection of flaws in 

rails & welds. 

10. Track Machines:-39.38 km of track was deep screened by BCM machines, 500.22 km of track & 

277 nos of turnouts were tamped by tamping machines, Shoulder ballast cleaning of 72.209  km 

of track by FRM machine & track renewal by PQRS for 2.63 km of track was done during the 

month.  

11. At 12 level crossings, luminous glow sign indicators for road users provided. 

12. 117.016 km of rail & 11188 nos of welds were painted with anti corrosive painting during the 

month. 

13. Toe load measurement of ERC for 101.6 km & greasing of ERC for 158.07 km of track was done 

during the month. 

14. Distressing of LWR/CWRs was done for 68.004 km of track. 

15. Monsoon precaution drive was made and the following were ensured: 

a. Monsoon Booklet by the Engg. department has been published & circulated to concerned 

units for preparedness & act accordingly. 

b. Staff counselled & advisory issued for conducting monsoon patrolling at nominated 

vulnerable locations & accordingly patrol chart issued. 

c. Identified RAW/RAT have been inspected in co-ordination with concerned authority & 

precautionary measures are being taken. 

d. Availability of patrolling equipments at all SSE/P.Way (IC) units in ECoR. 

16. NTPC Block Cabin was commissioned with Dual VDU replacing existing PI system on KUR Div. 



 

17. L.C gate JD-9 was interlocked between Tomka-Tangriapal with ELB, IPS, RTU & Sliding Booms 

in KUR Div. Cumulative 04 LC gates have been interlocked in 2022-23. 

18. In KUR Div 17 Sliding Booms & 04 in Sambalpur Division were commissioned. Cumulatively 29 

sliding booms have been commissioned. 

19. GGT make HASSDAC provided at Baudpur-Kenduapada section (UP/DN LV & IB) on Khurda 

Road Division. Cumulatively 03 sections have been commissioned so far. 

20. 220 mm point machines installed for 08 Thick web switches in Waltair Division. 

21. Nine new CC rakes were formed in WAT Div.(Cumulative-364). 

22. There are 05 hot axle wagons detected & detached during the month. (Cumulative-14) 

23. ROH of 894 wagons done out of which WAT div has achieved highest ever of 733 wagons. 

24. POH of 132 wagons (Average 127.3) & 92 Coaches including MEMU(avg. 92.7) done. 

25. 90 unloadable wagons were repaired by M/s Braithwaite (Cumulative-207). 

26. 11 wagons were rehabilitated by M/s Powertech (Cumulative-31). 

27. Two weighbridges at GPCL/CAP (KUR Div.) commissioned on 23.06.2022. 

28. Anti-Derailment checking (EFC) for 70 locos has been done.(Cummulative-315) 

29. Thermal imaging has been carried out for P.G. Clamps, connectors and Isolators at different 

switching posts, stations and sections.  

30. Speedometer data of 95 nos. of Electric / Diesel trains have been downloaded and analyzed. 

(Cummulative-1467). 

31. Following Section/Siding/Equipment have been electrified at 25KV supply during this month in 

KUR Div:- 

a. Introduction of electric traction in BDPK-TLHR 4th   Line & BDPK- TLHR 3rd  line of 16.288 

TKM. 

b. OHE 2.74 TKM of BOT project, Paradeep completed & loco trial done on 17.06.2022. 

c. OHE 1.158 TKM in Line No.3 of SMEL siding/Rengali  done. 

d. SCADA commissioned at new Sagadapata/SP. 

 

32. STAFF AWARDED FOR THEIR  COMMENDABLE WORK: 

a. Sri Indrajit Kumar Singh, Sr.ALP/OP/SBP was awarded for detecting hot axle in train 

No.BCN/MCS at SBPY station on 12.06.2022. 

b. Sri S. R Behera, Sr.Goods guard/TIG was awarded for detecting hot axle in train No. N-

HIMB at MNGD station on 06.06.2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

9. Unsatisfactory/Unusual: 

A. On 11.06.2022 hot axle detection box (HADB) installed before BONA Station of SBP Division 

detected hot axle on 9th   wagon of down train No. N/MTSS (BOXN/LD) (EX-TLHR-MTSS/NR) 

having valid BPC No. 50000415465 issued on 08.06.2022 at ADTP/CKP & alerted C&W control who 

advised SCR/SBP accordingly. Train was stopped at HNPA & again at BAMR and crew with station 

staff inspected the train and reported that there was no hot axle symptom. Again train was 

controlled at RAIR at 22.46 hrs and LP found smoke coming from axle. Due to traffic problem at 

RAIR the train  allowed to CHAR as advised by C&W control & detached under supervision of C&W 

staff. An enquiry in this regard by joint supervisory committee is on to fix up the staff 

responsible. 

 

                       [ 

 

B. On 01.06.2022 at 20.50 hrs, an unknown person climbed up the OHE mast at BAM Station 

and CB got tripped at 20.43 hrs to 21.14 hrs to remove the body by RPF. OHE 

disconnected for R3, R4 & R5 resulting detention to 12843, 18443 & 22612 Exp Trains. 

 

C. On 13.06.2022, there was a serious lapse of safety in between BMCK-MNGD section (DN 

line) at KM No. 294/24 of SBP division where a HYVA with filling materials for 3rd  line 

work executed by RVNL, dashed with a running train TPSK/BTAP. There was no safety 

fencing provided in that location but construction activities were in progress without 

following safety precautions. A very serious accident has been narrowly averted. 



 

 
 

D. During foot plate inspection of PCSO on 11.06.2022 by Train No. 12704 (Falaknuma Exp) 

between NRG-BHC (DN line) in KUR division, it was noticed that safety fencings were 

missing in most of the stretches where construction activities are in progress and 

earthmovers are plying by the side of UP line  for construction of 3rd  line, executed by 

construction organization. 

Competent authorities are  advised to verify provision of safety fencing in the 

desired locations where construction activities are in progress along the running lines as 

per the safety circular on “work site protection” & no construction activities should be 

allowed without ensuring safety.  

10 Super checks: 

a. In view of recent SPAD cases in ECoR & IR, safety officers & supervisors conducted 

ambush checks at different locations such as stations, LC gates, between section by 

showing danger signal to through trains and observed the action of crew with respect to 

the signal displayed & their control the train. 

b. Speedometer charts of selected trains were also checked to see if the LPs conduct brake 

feel & brake power tests as per laid down instructions. 

c. Sr. DSOs of KUR, SBP & WAT with safety counsellors conducted ambush checks on 

stabling of vehicles & observed exchange of signal by crew and Guard with station staff & 

gate keepers at various stations / level crossing gates. 

d. Besides the above, point & crossing, CMS crossings, SEJs & other track related matters 

were  ambush checked at different yards.  

e. During inspection of SC/Engg at BMCK station on 13.06.2022; SEJ gap at Km. 303/23-25 

was not as per the parameters & loose packing observed. The same was highlighted & 

complied on 19.06.2022. Greasing of 40 curve at KM 317/0 to 320/0 found dry & the 

same was complied utilizing staff at side immediately. 

f. During BAM station inspection on 04.06.2022; SSO S&T found the following 

irregularities and highlighted for remedial action to concerned department. 

1. Joint inspection of glued joint register not available & hence not maintained 

2. Point No.41/A, SSD(Spring setting device) found in non functional condition since one 

side SSD arm is missing. 

 



 

11. INTERNATIONAL LEVEL CROSSING AWARENESS DAY, 2022: 

    International Level Crossing Awareness Day (ILCAD) is an initiative for creating public 

awareness about the dangers of miscreant at level crossings. The campaign was started on 25th June 

2009 in 28 countries by the International Union of railways, an International railway organization.  Now 

ILCAD is being observed by over 50 countries. Level crossing accidents are not only due to the 

carelessness of the road users but also due to the negligence from the concerned authorities like lack 

of proper lighting, improper barricading etc.. Indian Railway, since long had initiated various steps to 

eliminate level crossing accident by emphasizing on “3 Es” (Education, Engineering & Enforcement). 

Under Education, safety awareness programme had been launched. For Engineering; improvement of 

road surface and elimination of Level Crossings by various means like closure, merger, diversion, 

ROB/RUB had been carried out and for Enforcement; Safety Drives were launched. This year the 9th 

June 2022 marked the observance of the 14th ILCAD with the motto/slogan “Don’t put your life 

at risk, stay away from tracks”.   

Some important steps taken so far are as follows: 

 Closing of unmanned level crossings by constructing a flyover, subway or manning them or 

converting them into full-fledged automated crossings. 

 Improving graphics and signage of crossings so that they can be easily identified from far 

places. 

 Improving the brightness of the crossings by fitting LED traffic lights. 

 Installation of advanced technologies in the crossings to alert the people about trains which are 

about to approach right after the current train. 

 Installation of obstacle detection technologies which are fully automated across various level 

crossings. 

 Stringent laws and penalties for tampering with the railway infrastructure. 

 East Coast Railway (ECoR) has carried out intensive public awareness campaigns to educate road 

users during the observance of International Level Crossing Awareness Day. The Level Crossing 

Awareness Campaign has been made by ECoR through various media like distribution of posters, 

leaflets, various short duration films/advertisements etc., including Street Play (Nukkad Natak). 

 Senior Officials of East Coast Railway Safety Department from ECoR HQs at Bhubaneswar and 

from Divisional HQs at Khurda Road led by Divisional Railway Manager, Khurda Road Shri 

Rinkesh Ray inaugurated Safety Awareness Programme on International Level crossing 

Awareness Day at manned Level crossing gate near Arugul near Khurda Road. Informing the 

gathering; Sri Ray said that “Life is more precious than your time _ do not risk your life while 

crossing the Level Crossings”. He further said trains move faster than they appear to be and can 

reach the level crossing sooner than one can think; be careful while passing through Level 

crossings.  

 As per the directions of Railway Minister, all the unmanned Level Crossing Gates have been 

eliminated from East Coast Railway jurisdiction by providing substitute path like provision of 

ROB & RUBs & manning. 

 

 



 

 

 To mark the International Level Crossing Awareness Day, a Street Play was organized by the 

Civil Defence volunteers of Khurda Road Division at the Level Crossing near Arugul. Leaflets 

have been distributed, Placards and Banners displayed for educating the Road Users about the 

precautions to be taken while negotiating the Level Crossings. Counselling was also done to the 

road users by the Safety Department staff and officers at the Level Crossing Gates over ECoR 

jurisdiction.  

DETAILS OF ACTIVITIES DONE IN VIEW OF  INTERNATIONAL LEVEL CROSSING AWARENESS DAY -2022 BY ECOR 

Srl 
no 

items Action taken HQ Total 
ECoR KUR WAT SBP 

1 Advertisement in leading local & vernacular 
language news paper. 

16 12 0 0 28 

News coverage papers 16 0 21 0 37 

2 Broadcast on local news channel ( cable) , 
Radio , FM & Cinema 

3 5 0 0 8 

TV news coverage 5 0 0 0 5 

3 Distribution of Safety Posters, Hand bills, 
Pamphlets / leaflets etc at Level Crossing. 

6000 8500 7500 700 24700 

4 SMS campaign to warn the risk at LC. 3000 2000 0 0 5000 

5 Interaction with press on issues at Level 
Crossing & accidents in recent years. 

6 1 0 0 7 

6 Deployment of Railway Scouts &Guides , Railway 
Cultural Team , Civil Defence Sports organization to 
host safety Drive at LC , host cultural evening , 
NukadNatak , village fairs Gram Panchayat Sabha,  
Walkathon ( run completion) with motto of “ 
Safety at Level Crossing”.  

9 98 2 0 109 

7 Awareness Campaign with NGOs. 4 0 1 0 5 

8 Special checks at LCs  with RTO, local police  & 
RPF. 

11 5 5 0 21 

10 Total no. Inspections Footplate & ambush 
check conducted. 

44 56 65 13 178 

11 Total no. of LC covered. 112 122 67 15 316 

12 Total number of villages covered during 
campaign. 

16 21 20 7 64 

13 Total number of Panchayats / school/bus stand 
/Market place covered. 

15 9 5 3 32 

14 Number of seminars conducted. - 3 12 0 15 

15 Number of road users counseled 9050 12500 10400 2170 34120 

16 Number of LPs & ALPs counseled. 260 170 960 40 1430 

17 Number of Sticker pasted. 500 300 100 0 900 

18 Number of Road show conducted. 14 5 00 0 19 

19 Number of Large banner displayed.  15 5 4 2 26 

 

 



 

 

INTERNATIONAL LEVEL CROSSING AWARENESS DAY OBSERVED BY KUR DIV: 
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INTERNATIONAL LEVEL CROSSING AWARENESS DAY OBSERVED BY SBP DIV: 

 

   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

WAT DIVISION OBSERDED INTERNATIONAL LEVEL CROSSING AWARENESS DAY ON 

09.06.2022 

 

 



 

 

 



 

PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN BY CIVIL DEFENCE STAFF OF WAT DIVISION ON THE 

EVE OF INTERNATIONAL LEVEL CROSSING AWARENESS DAY  ON 09.06.2022 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

12.      Photo Gallery: 

FIRE FIGHTING DEMONSTRATION AT MIPM/WAT BY SAFETY COUNCILLORS: 

 

INSPECTION OF SPART/SPARME BY Sr. DSO/KUR: 

 

  



 

  

 
 

INSPECTION OF LEVEL CROSSING BY PCSO: 

 

 



 

 

SAFETY DEPARMENT BIDS-ADIEU TO SRI H.K DUTTA, PRINCIPAL CHIEF 

SAFETY OFFICER ON HIS SUPERANUATION ON 31.05.2022 

 



 

 

SAFETY DEPARTMENT GREETS OUR NEW CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 

SRI PRAHALAD CHARAN SAHU ON 06.07.2022 
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SAFETY TIPS ON ELECTRICAL 

 ELECTRICITY CAN KILL OR SEVERELY INJURE PEOPLE AND 

CAUSE DAMAGE TO PROPERTY.  

 

 EVERY YEAR MANY ACCIDENTS AT WORK INVOLVING 

ELECTRIC SHOCK OR BURNS ARE REPORTED.  
 

 

 MOST OF THE FATAL INCIDENTS ARE CAUSED BY CONTACT 

WITH OVERHEAD POWER LINES. EVEN NON-FATAL SHOCKS 

CAN CAUSE SEVERE AND PERMANENT INJURY. FOR 

EXAMPLE, SHOCKS FROM FAULTY EQUIPMENT MAY LEAD TO 

FALLS FROM LADDERS, SCAFFOLDS OR OTHER WORK 

PLATFORMS.  

 

 THOSE USING OR WORKING WITH ELECTRICITY MAY NOT BE 

THE ONLY ONES AT RISK. POOR ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS 

AND FAULTY ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES CAN LEAD TO FIRE, 

WHICH MAY ALSO CAUSE DEATH OR INJURY TO OTHERS.  

[ 

 

 MOST OF THESE ACCIDENTS CAN BE AVOIDED BY CAREFUL 

PLANNING, PROPER PRECAUTIONS AND USE OF PERSONNEL 

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENTS(PPE) DURING WORKING. 
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 LESSON  LEARNT:  
Train accidents are threats to safe train operation as they damage railway property, cause injuries and death & huge loss is incurred due to 

interruption to train services. Some of the accidents which occurred in ECoR during 2018-19 with cause, responsibility & lesson learnt are 

compiled to take necessary precautions and prevent recurrence.  

 
Sl. 

No 

Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

01. On 18.05.2018 at about 

17:10hrs Train no. 

18005 HWH-JDB 

Samleswari Exp. derailed 

by one pair of wheels of 

front trolley of Loco no. 

40403 between SPRD-

KTGA of WAT Division 

at KM 155/18-12.  

D-3,  

Inquired at HQ by Dy. 

CSO level &  accepted 

by the GM.  

The Loco while on run with 

varying speed of 65 to 63 

KMPH over 5 degree curve at 

Km. No-155 having angular 

wear with burr like projection 

in head region of gauge face on 

outer rail upto 3.5 mm in close 

proximity of 6.0 mtrs in rear 

of POD caused variable 

frictional force of wheels on 

the track gauge face.  Thus 

this variable frictional force at 

the interface of gauge face 

and the wheel flange force 

became so high that the front 

pair of wheels suddenly got 

mounted on the rail track & 

then derailed. 

Cost of damage:- Rs 7,13,560/ 

Primary:- Sri Praveen 

Kumar SSE/P.way/ 

TKRI was punished 

with reduction from 

SSE/P.way of pay 

Rs.64100/- to lower 

post of JE in level-6 

with pay 62000/- for 

03 years with effect 

of postponement of 

future increment 

having effect on 

seniority. 

BW: Stoppage of 01 

set PTO to all Sr 

sub. Committee 

members  

1. All measurements/ readings of the track, rolling stock, 

loco should be jointly done by Sr subordinates before 

restoration starts. 

2. Track structure of curves above 4 degree requires 

consistent engineering input for better riding of trains 

without having any systemic flaws. For this  Rail profile 

grinding has since been done by RGM in KRPU-SPRD section 

in the month of Aug & SEP-2018 & rail profile in the entire 

section  has been corrected 

02 On 04.10.2018 at about 

14:10hrs all wheels of rear 

trolley of SLR no. SC-

01726 of train no. 12704 

Faluknama Exp. derailed at 

Km 389/14 between KIS-

BYY DN line of KUR 

Division. 

D-3,  

Inquired at HQ by Dy. 

CSO level &  accepted by 

the GM. 

Thermal stress on LWR 

track with one cut rail at 

Km-389/26-24 on LH side 

60 kg-52 Kg. Junction rail 

at the TPTC of curve No.-

20 & track alignment 

appears to be 

disturbed.(buckling of rail) 

Cost of damage:- Rs 

10,14072/- 

Primary:  
1. Sri S.K Hota, 

JE/Pway/KIS: Removal 

from service 

2. Hariom Sharma, 

SSE/Pway /DNM:- 

Removal from service. 

3. Ankit 

Verma,ADEN-I/CTC:- 

Censured by the GM   

BW:R. Arun kumar, DEN 

/East/KUR:-Warming.  

 

1. Imposition of restriction at the location of inserted cut rail 

within the LWR track region as per LWR track manual 

2. Availability of cut rail at particular Km within LWR jurisdiction & 

removal of the same should reflect in TMS for appraisal of all 

concerned Engineering official. 

3. As OBS, IMR, DFW & analysis of sectional restrictions are being 

closely monitored amongst the engineering officials from bottom to 

higher, likewise the removal  of cut  rail on target should also be 

discussed & closely monitored. 

4. Accordingly a safety drive has been launched in the three division 

to remove cut rails in the existing LWR. Based on safety drive 127 

cut rails of KUR, 276 of WAT & Nil of SBP have been removed & 

as on date 31.01.2019 no cut rails exists in LWR over ECoR. 
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Sl. 

No 

Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

03 On 30.05.2018 at about 

08:08 hrs, SM CLDR station 

received message from 

unknown person over phone 

about fire on train no. 

58425 KDJR-BBS fast 

passenger. The train was 

stopped at CLDR station and 

found fire/smoke from VP 

no. SER 008835 which was 

booked from KDJR to BBS 

by CRPF staff.  The VP was 

detached at 08:30hrs.   

B-5,  

Inquired by JS level &  

accepted by the DRM. 

Fire is due to friction 

of metal bodies like 

trunks on the terminals 

of batteries there by 

completing the circuit 

leading to spark & 

smoke in contact with 

inflammable articles 

like petrol, diesel & 

grease kept in 

generator sets & other 

equipments loaded by 

CRPF staff in the VP 

without making them 

empty. 

Cost of damage:- 

C&W-10,07,644/ 

 

Primary- 

1. 1. R.L Meena, Commandant 64 batallion/ 

NANR/KDJR /ODISHA. Violation of Para 953 & 

902 of IRCM-VOL-1:- Intimation given to 

IG/Police/CRPF Bhubaneswar, Odisha for necessary 

action.    

2. 2. S.K Nayak, CCI/KDJR for violation of RB 

Circular No. FM 10/2009, Para 505 & 506 of 

Coaching Tarrif No-26 Pt.-1, Vol-1:- Reverted 

from the present post to lower grade/post i.e. 

from the post of CCI to CMI and his grade pay is 

reduced from 4600/- to 4200/- for two years 

with a fixed pay of 36,500/- with Cumulative 

Effect. 

3. 3. Mrs Binati Patta, SS/KDJR: violation 5.01/1, 

OM-2.02A(i,ii.&vi):- 02 year stoppage of 

increment  with NCE.  

Secondary- 

1. 1. R.N Bala, SS/KDJR, violation of Para-930 of 

IRCM Vol-1 & para 1703-ircm Vol-2:-Stoppage of 

01 set P/Pass. 

2. 2. Mr Yasin Mahaannad,TPM/A/KDJR violation of 

Rule 9.14(c) of Accdt Manual:-Stoppage of 

increment 06 months NCE. 

Blameworthy: 

Chndrabhanu Samal, SMR/CLDR ,Violation of OPM 

Rule No 25.09(i)(b) & (vi):-Warning . 

1. Restriction of parcel booking should be 

prominently displayed at a conspicuous 

place for information of trading public & 

Military forces. Booking indent of 

Consignments should not be accepted 

unless station is notified by PCCM or any 

competent authority in this regard. 

2. Indent for Consignment  should be 

accepted from the representative of 

Military personnel duly endorsed with a 

declaration note of no dangerous 

goods/objectionable items to be 

transported. This should be closely 

monitored by security, Commercial & 

operating departments through surprise 

checks & PLM as per extant rules. 

 

04 On 09.05.2018 at 10:15hrs 

Train no. 22878 (ERS-HWH) 

Antyodaya Exp. while passing 

non –interlocked Engg LC No 

154  at KM 363/14-12 (DN) 

between HDS-NGMP section 

of KUR Division dashed 

against JCB machine damaging 

OHE, no injury & derailment  

reported.C-5,  

1. Negligence of gate keeper 

of LC gate no. 154 as the 

gate was not closed before 

PN exchange.  

2. SS/HDS failed to take any 

proactive action to stop 

the train though he was 

informed at 10:11hrs by 

SM/NGMP 

Cost of damage:- 

Primary- 

P- Yashbanta . Swain GK LC No.-154( 

G&SR16.03.03(c) &(b)(iv):- Gateman shall close 

the gate and thereafter give his private no. to 

the SM.  Removal from service. 

Secondary- 

S- R.C Behera /SS/HDS G&SR6.01(1):-When a 

report of any accident or obstruction is 

received by the Station Master, he shall see 

that all necessary precautions are taken by the 

1. Walkie-talike set is to be provide in LC 

gate as part of essential equipment at LC 

gate. 

2. Voice recording system is to be 

provided in Railway phone at station and 

LC gate. 
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Inquired by JS  level &  

accepted by the DRM 

TRD Rs. 42,000/- 

Loco Rs. 2,00,000/- 
most expeditiously to protect traffic. 01 year 

stoppage of increment with NCE. 

Sl. 

No 

Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

05 On 19.01.2019 at 

07:30hrs 18451 

Exp. passed the LC 

gate KP-42 at KM 

497/9-11 (UP) 

between MLT-PUI 

of KUR Division  in 

open condition. 

R-5,  

Inquired by JAG  

level &  accepted 

by the DRM 

LP passed the gate in open condition. Violation of GR & SR 3.73 & 

16.04 

DISCUSSION: 

1. LP of train no. 18451 Exp. stopped at gate home signal GS-3 and 

started after one minute and proceeded cautiously and crossed 

the LC gate in opened condition without compliance of GR & SR 

3.73. 

2. SM/Line Clear/PUI had intimated GK of gate KP-42 to close the 

gate as per SR 16.03.03. 

3. The Gate Keeper of LC no.KP-42 was not alert on duty when 

18451 Exp. stopped at Gate Home GS-3 and after one minute it 

was approaching towards gate and crossed the LC gate at a speed 

of 07 kmph in open condition.  Violated GR & SR 16.04. 

4. The LC gate is interlocked with down advance starter and UP 

Gate Home signal.  The gate UP Home signal is released by the 

Home signal of PUI station. 

5. The Gate Home signal no. GS-3 was located 180 mts distance 

from LC gate KP-42 towards MLT. 

6. The PUI Home signal no. S-1 was located 136 mts beyond the LC 

gate KP-42 towards PUI. 

7. Approach warning (Audio) was provided at this gate as per GWI 

but it was not working since last NI work in September’18. 

8. Data logger monitor at PUI was not working where As Data logger 

was working and report could be generated from Divisional and 

Zonal HQs. 

9. While UP train was passing, Gate home in off condition PUI home 

indication at gate panel was flashing where as it was correct at 

site.  Similarly when Down train was passing Down advance 

starter signal at off condition the signal indication was flashing on 

gate panel but, it was intact at site.  The flashing indication 

remained steady after passing of the train. 

10. ASTE/KUR, SSE/SIGNAL/PUI & SSE/P.Way/PUI were aware of 

the failure of the approach warning device but not rectified till 

date of incident. 

11. SSE/P.Way/KUR is not aware of the GWI of KP-42. 

Primary-

1.G.Sahoo/LP/TLHR:- 

stoppage of increment 

for 01 yr with CE. 

2.D.Nayak/TM-2/ 

GK:- stoppage of 

increment for 01 yr 

with CE. 

Secondary- 

U.K.Bedia/ALP/TLHR:

- stoppage of 

increment for 01 year 

with CE. 

BW: All Sr. 

Subordinates were 

censured. 
1. B.Pradhan/SSE/SIG/PUI 

2. S.KUMAR/SSE/Pway/PUI 

3. D.Chakravorty/Gd/KUR 

4. D.Kumar/SM/PUI 

5. H.K MOJES/CLI/TLHR 

 

 

1. One warning board is to 

be provided just before the 

road at about 30 mts with 

information “ensure closure of 

the LC and proceed as 

reminder to LP. 

2. As special instruction for 

this gate the sequence of 

taking off up home signal at 

PUI it should be “closing of 

LC gate-42, taking off up 

home signal & taking off up 

gate home”. 

3. Visibility of gate home to 

gate lodge should always be 

clear. 

4. Master slave telephone 

with voice recording facility 

to be provided at gate 

goomty and panel room PUI. 

5. Approach warning system 

for incoming trains to be 

restored. 

6. Regular counselling of GK 

and on duty SM at Puri and 

also to all crews to be done  

7. Encroachment removal at 

LC area and trimming of tree 

branches should be done at 

regular interval to improve 

the visibility. 

8. Residual works including 
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12. Assigned CLI of the LP has never footplated complete beat from 

TLHR to PUI with his LP after his assignment. 
alteration in logic at PUI 

should be completed early. 

Sl Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

06 On 07.04.2018 at 

22.05 hrs 18406 

Express after reversal 

of locomotive & during 

EOT, all 22 coaches 

of the said train  

rolled down towards 

TIG-KSNG-KDLR  

block section. The 

train passed KSNG 

station at 22:32 hrs, 

stopped at km 216/11 

in up-gradient, rolled 

back towards KSNG 

and stopped at km 

214/0 towards TIG 

again in up gradient 

and roll back to KSNG 

and finally stopped at 

216/4 between KSNG-

KDLR block section at 

22:49hrs. The mid 

section LC gates were 

closed well in advance 

and the gate keepers, 

SM & staff KSNG 

used ballast on track 

to reduce the speed. 

J-9 (Failure of engine 

& Rolling stock)       

 

Cumulative effect of multiple 

failures at different levels.  

Firstly Guard, TPM-A at 

rear and TPM-A at front 

failed to secure the rake 

until the coupling is 

completed.  The C&W staff 

released the pressure of 

remaining 07 coaches without 

ensuring proper coupling.  

The LP & ALP didn’t ensure 

proper coupling neither they 

communicated with guard 

about securing of train.  

Finally, the C&W shift 

supervisor having some doubt 

in coupling tried for second 

time coupling and testing with 

LP, after which the train 

18406 Exp. started rolling 

down.  In the end outdoor 

SM instructed the SM/RRI 

to operate the DS switch due 

to which the train entered 

into the block section. 

Cost of damage:- TFC-Rs 

278426/- 

Primary: 

1. G.B Sahoo/ O/g Guard- violating GR-4.57, SR-5.13.03, 

5.20(b)-NOTE, 4.48.01, & 5.23.01(c)/ For not ensuring the 

securing of train before attaching and detaching of the engine 

Compulsory retirement punishment given. 

2. G. S Panda, Tech-I/C&W/TIG-: Given instruction for 

releasing the brake power of remaining 07 coaches without 

completion of coupling. (Maintenance manual of LHB Coaches 

2.13.2(vii), GR-2.06)/ Punished with Removal from service  

3. L. Kispetta, Tech-I/C&W/TIG – Released the brake Power 

of the remaining 07 coaches w/o completion of coupling.(Rules 

violated as above)/ Punished with Removal from service. 

4. Kanta Kharsel, TPMA/TIG –Not applied skids for securing 

vehicle during 2nd time coupling of the engine with the train 

and also not communicated to the TP in rear.(SR-5.13.03, 

4.32.01, 4.39.02)/ Punished with 2/3rd  benefit & DCRG 

5. D.Hial, TPMA/TIG: Removed skids and hand brake of the 

rear SLR before ensuring proper coupling. (SR- 5.13.03, 

4.32.1,4.39.02)/ Punished with 2/3rd  benefit & DCRG 

6. S.Venkat Rao,LP/R :Moved the engine for detaching 

attaching the engine without intimating guard. (SR 

4.57.01,4.48) /Reversion to one stage lower grade with NCE 

for 04 years 

7. Sudhansu Singh,ALP/R: Moved the engine for detaching 

attaching the engine without intimating guard. (SR 4.57.01, 

4.48)/Reversion to one stage lower grade NCE for 04 yr 

Secondary: 

1. S.Naik,JE/C&W/TIG /TIG :Overall in-charge of C&W 

activities and was present at the time of coupling, but he 

failed to ensure proper procedure of brake release.(Rules 

violated as above)/ Reduction to lower stage from Rs41100/- 

by one stage for 3 years NCE on 16.11.18 

2. S.K Mahanta, SS/TIG: Overall in-charge of the station 

activities but he did not ensure proper shunting procedure by 

guard and TP.  Also he advised SM/RRI for operating the DS 

due to which the train entered into block section./ 

Reduction to lower stage from GP Rs 4600 to Rs 4200 for 2 

years NCE. 

3. S.Meher,SM/RRI/TIG: Stoppage of increment  for 36 

months with NCE. 

Recommendations:All the 03 DRMs of ECoR 

should be advised to give adequate training to 

OPTG & Mech. staff for coupling & uncoupling 

of LHB coaches. A sample coupling of LHB 

coach may be kept at such locations as decided 

by the DRM in consultation with PCOM & PCME 

to give adequate exposure to the staff 

Analysis & Discussion:-  

1. 18406 Exp. arrived TIG in R/3 at 

21:33hrs.  02 TPMAs came to engine. One of 

them placed two skids in rear most wheels and 

applied hand brake in SLR, other TPM-A 

detached the engine at 21:35hrs and 

proceeded ahead for fuelling. 

2. At 21:45hrs, fuelling was completed.  

Then power came to SBP end via R4 to R3 at 

21:58 hrs and coupling done at 22:00hrs. 

TPMA attaching engine told LP for coupling 

testing and found OK and inserted the safety 

pin. 

3. Meanwhile, C&W shift in-charge 

suspected that coupling was not done properly 

as pin was not set.  He told TPMA and C&W 

technician available at the spot for re-coupling.  

By this time, after listening coupling OK, TPMA 

vailable at rear-end removed skids and opened 

hand brake in rear SLR (KSNG end).  The C&W 

staff available at rear-end has already 

released 15 coaches and present there.  On-

duty Guard took charge from outgoing guard, 

who left SBP and SLR without observing 

securing of rake at SBP end. 

4. By the time LP move the engine listening 

coupling sound in Walkie-talkie, one of the 

C&W staff available near engine left for 

releasing other 07 coaches from SBP end.  

Just after that, 22 coaches started rolling 

down.  In order to avoid derailment and 

knowing that block section (KSNG-TIG) is clear 

SS/TIG decided to operate the DS point so as 
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4. Sri Charmaco/ Incoming guard/TIG: Stoppage of increment  

for 36 months with NCE 

not to derail 18406 Exp. 

 

Sl 

No 

Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson 

learnt 
07 On 22.04.2018 at 02:20 

hrs After completion of 

Engg, block while entering 

into Dn main line of 

Sumadevi station of KUR 

Div, two wheels of front 

trolley of Unimat no 

4S/8428 got derailed at 

point no 25A. 

1. Non signalling movement was done 

without proper setting & locking of 

the point No. 25A. 

2. Operation of Point No. 25A by 

SM on duty during movement of 

machine over point No. 25A though 

disconnection of point No. 25A was 

in force. 

3. Gross negligence of Engg. 

Official (JE/P.Way/Spl/SPT, 

machine operator & JE/TM/BB, 

UNIMATE Machine operator) for not 

following the proper procedure during 

non signalling movement of machine. 

Primary: 

1. Sri K.N Birua, SM/SUDV: Allowed non signalled movement 

beginning with movement from line no.4 to 3 without handing 

over proper shunting authority and also w/o deputing station 

TP.  Entire shunting movement was done by him with verbal 

instruction to JE/P.Way/Spl/SPT who was incharge for availing 

block.  After completion of work also verbally advised to 

JE/P.Way/Spl/SPT without sending TP to physically ensure 

setting and clamping & padlocking of the point and authorised 

shunting movement (violation of G& SR 5.13, SR 5.13.02) 

/Stoppage of increment for 01yr NCE. 

2. Sri T.P Rao, JE/P-Way/SPT: Failed to ensure correct 

setting clamping and pad locking of the point before movement 

of UNIMATE Machine and gave verbal instructions to 

JE/TM/BBS of UNIMATE Machine for non signalled movement 

(SH-3) over point No. 25A (Violation of SR 5.13.02, Sr 

5.14.05) /Withholding  of increment of pay for a period of 

(one) year and on expiry of  such period this will not have the 

effect of postponing the future increment of his pay”. 

3. Sri M.K Mahanta, JE/Track Machine /BBS: Non signalled 

shunting movement was done by JE/TM/BBS without obtaining 

proper shunting authority and ensuring proper setting of point 

and clamping and also without observing hand signal. (Violation 

of SR 5.13(2), SR 5.13.02,SR 5.14.05) 

BW:  Sri R.L Sahu,SSE/TM, Sri K.C Mishra, SSE/Pway SPT, 

Sri S.Behera, SCR/PSA Board, Sri K.B Rao,TP/SUDV, Sri S.K 

.Gone, SSE/Sig/BAM & Sri K.Bhagabati  Rao.DTI/PSA were  

warned. 

1. Granting of 

inadequate block for 

Track machine working is 

one of the reason for 

adoption of short cut 

method by field staff 

resulting unsafe 

condition. 

2. As pre IR track 

machine chapter-

Para2(ii), adequate block 

should be given i.e. one 

spell of 04 hrs on “UP” 

or “DN” line daily or two 

2:30hrs split blocks on 

each line daily or in 

exceptional cases 

minimum 02 hrs wherever 

2:30 hrs are not possible 

to avoid reoccurrence of 

this type of incidents.  

3. One  JPO should 

be framed for safe & 

smooth operation of 

track machines.  

08 On 29.04.2018 at 13.40 hrs 

at SPT, KUR Div, out of 03 

machines, two were on block 

& movement was started,  

but 3rd DGS Machine No-

379, w/o any authority 

proceeded to the point no 26 

which was under operation 

by SM & got derailed. 

The machine operator proceeded w/o 

any proper authority or signal and Mr. 

Nrusingha Charan Sahoo, JE/PW/RBA, 

who was deputed for the block of DGS 

machine failed to inform about the 

block programme to the DGS operator.  

The communication between the DGS 

operator and nominated supervisor 

failed.  The DGS machine operator 

Primary: Sri S.Biswas, SE/TM/BBS: Violation of OM 

20.05.02(f) & 20.05.1(C) Reduction to lower stage by 02 

stages for 06 months. 

Secondary: Sri N.C Sahu/JE/P-way /RBA: Failed to 

communicate block information to DGS operator as he was 

the sole supervisor of the particular machine.  Stoppage of 

increment for a period 06 months with NCE. 
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being not aware of machine block moved 

towards point zone without proper 

authority, which caused the derailment.  

 

Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

09 On 23.06.18 at 23.45 hrs, 03 Locos & 20 N-BOX Ld 

of train No. Dn. JDB-20/19 got derailed at Km. 

416/22-16 between BHNS-KMLR section of WAT 

Div.Train wrecking/N-2  

Cost of Damage: Rs 93694046/-       

Removal of LH 

side rail along 

with rail fittings 

by miscreants 

Sabotage  

No Rly staff 

responsible 

1. Auto Signalling with Modern technology may be provided just 

before curves of vulnerable locations so that any discontinuity of rail 

can be detected. 

2. Provision of SWR rail on curves & two rail panels on bridges to 

avoid removal of rail. 

3. Provision of retro refelective paint on fishplate bolts & ERC clips. 

4. Reduction in speed of trains in vulnerable areas- (KMLR-BHNS & 

KKLU-KMSD) –during night, which might cause mush lesser damage & 

loss to Railway property. 

5. Provision of ERCs and fishplate bolts of anti-theft to avoid 

tampering of rail fittings. 

6. Base Antenna to be made available in ART to boost signal strength 

for adequate coverage of network at accident site for CUG 

connectivity in KK & KR sections. 

7. Anti theft (Locking) type of ERCs (Pandrol clips) & Fishplate Nuts 

& bolts should be used in the vulnerable locations with retro reflective 

painting on them.  

8. Diesel powers should be kept at strategic locations from the 

operation point of view for faster the movement of ART/ARME and 

restoration work. 

9. More armed RPF/RPSF personnel may be deployed at these 

Sabotage prone locations. 

10. LP & ALP shall be advised to go ahead with “look and proceed 

(cautiously)”, till clearing vulnerable locations. 

11. Fitment of four beam head light may be ensured in the loco of 

passenger train. 

10 On 08.08.18 at 23.10 rear trolley of  loco no 23890 

& front trolley of front SLR ECO 02716 of empty rake 

of 58501 pass derailed at Km 410/17-18 between 

KMLR-DWZ of WAT Div. Train wrecking/N-2        

Cost of damage: Rs 375966/ 

Removal of LH 

side rail along 

with rail fittings 

by miscreants 

Sabotage 

No Rly staff 

responsible 

11 On 29.08.18 at 21.05 hrs 03 Locos 23434, 23304, 

23006 WAG-5 of train No. VK-75/29 got derailed by 

all wheels of leading two locos & front wheel of rear 

loco between BCHL-BHNS at Km.432/25 Track fit at 

10.35 hrs of 30.08.18.  

Train wrecking/N-2    

Cost of damage: P.Way -Rs: 224182/-, Loco:348437 

, Total:Rs 572619/-     

Removal of LH & 

RH side rail 

along with rail 

fittings by 

miscreants 

Sabotage 

No Rly staff 

responsible 

12 On 19.10.2018 at 01:25hrs 8th and 9th wagons of Train no. UP 

MD/(N)/515 at Km 602/23-25 between BAM-GTA .  

Findings:-  

1. BPC was issued by C&W technicians instead of 

JE/SSE/C&W as per WMM chapter 3 yard maintenance 

format-II. Sri. D.S. Rao Sr. Tech/KUR has done intensive 

examination and issued BPC who failed to observe the 

condition of corroded hinges. 

2. Sri Bijay Tudu, Sr, Tech/C&W/PRDP welded one iron rod 

longitudinally and connected with door and hoper of derailed 

wagon no. BOBRNE 155354  didn’t know the process of 

welding the rod for securing door.    

3. The wagons derailed due to dropping of bottom discharge 

hopper door for the corroded hinges. ROH of the wagon done 

Due to fall down 

of bottom 

discharge, hoper 

door of BOBRNE 

SECR 

7314092196Cost 

of damage –Rs. 

3.4 lacs  

JAG level 

enquiry accepted 

by DRM/KUR. 

Primary:-ROH     

depot VSKP. 

Secondary:-

1.B.Tudu,Sr,Tec

h/C&W. 

2.Sudarshan 

Rao/Sr.Tech 
C&W/KUR 

3.Santosh Ku 

Mishra/GdKUR 
BW:-Brajendra 

Narayana 

Pandit 

,SM/MMS wkg 

Recommendations:- 

1. Intensive BPC for Goods train. (End to End Run) should be issued by 

not below the rank of SSE/JE/C& W. 

2. The C&W staff when issuing BPC should be confirmed that the 

deficiencies noted by them are properly secured. 

3. A train which is given for examination to C&W staff for POH 

should be thoroughly checked and it should be reviewed that the 

deficiencies are properly attended before issuing BPC. 

4. The L/C gate man and station staff should exchange signal at such 

a place that they can be visible to train running staff. 

5. Gd. should come out of the cabin to exchange signal with staff 

and should have sharp look to observe the signal exchanged by the 

field staff. 

6. Training for Technicians should be imparted and competency 
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only six months back having validity for 2 years.  

4. The SM failed to raise back the advance starter after 

noticing hanging parts of the trains to stop the train.   

5. Guard failed to drop pressure and stop the train 

immediately so that the dragging couldn’t be from 600/23-

25 to 604/5-7.  

at BAM 

 
certificates should also be issued.   

Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

13 On 31.05.2018 at 20:20hrs Train 

no.E/NEYT/BOB arrived SSPR at 20.07 hrs 

with banking loco no.27982/WAG-7/ANGL on 

R-4. After passage of the DN train from 

Route-3 on duty SS/SSPR allowed the shunting 

of banking power on non signal movement to 

bring back from Route-4 to route-1 for 

further movement duly handing over the 

shunting authority to LP through on duty Token 

Porter Sri Jagabandhu Prusty who was also 

deputed by on duty SS/SSPR. After detaching 

the power, point zone track circuit No.24 TPR 

has dropped but meanwhile the movement has 

taken towards DNKL end derailing facing point 

No. 24B in open condition and got derailed 

over the point no.24B itself. without securing 

settings of point and without observing the 

hand signals. 

Without ensuring 

the route setting & 

locking, shunting in-

charge/TP and Loco 

Pilot move the loco 

in (Open) condition 

of switch of the 

point No.24b RH 

D/S resulting 

derailment.  

 Primary-Sri M.KParida/LP/ 

DNKL:-Violation of GR 5.13 

/Stoppage of increament 

for 02 stop 02 year /NCE 

Secondary:J.B             

Prusty/TPMA/SSPR: 

Violation of SR 5.14.05 

Increament stop 02 

year/NCE 

BW:- Warning 

B.Behera/ALP/DNKL & R.K 

Behera/SS/SSPR for non-

vigilant and not cautious. 

 

14 On 13.02.19 at 07.30hrs after power 

interpose with BCN/CTC arrived on R/6 at PSA 

yard, the train rolled down to R/7 & 

subsequently drawn out upto starter of R/6 

without ensuring the correct route setting of 

point No.-76 resulting derailment of 03 BCN-

HL got derailed. Track fit-18.30 PSA YARD 

ME-BCN/CTC 

Drawn out without 

ensuring correct 

route setting after 

roll down. 

1. Primary- 

1. M.G.HGopal Rao,SMR/PSA, 

2. M.D.V Ramna/LP(g)/PSA:- 

01yr WH of increment NCE  

3. 3. L. Pujari/STM/PSA 

 

15 On 21.09.18 at 23.45hrs while backing the 

rake of MUAT BTAP leading loco front truck & 

rear loco front trolley RH side one wheel & LH 

side two wheels derailed./ at LLGM yard in 

WAT Division. 

Slag gauge at 

damaged sleeper’s 

portion of earlier 

derailment before 

raising the speed of 

10 to 20kmph. . 

Cost of damage:-Rs. 

1,78,387/- 

4. Primary- 
5. Sri Ashok Anand, 

SSE/P/TKRI:- without 

attending the affected 

damaged portion of earlier, 

derailment, the speed 

restriction has been relaxed, 

which shows negligence in 

maintenance of P.Way. 

Recommendations:- 

1. The speed restriction should not be relaxed 

unless new sleepers are interlaced between 

broken PSC sleepers at an interval of 05 

sleepers in curve and 10 sleepers at straight 

track portion. 

2. Assigned CLT should be accompanied with 

the LP in WDG4 locomotive in such section 
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Reduction to lower stage in the 

same level L-7 of 7th PC by 

one stage from 47600/ to 

46200/- for one year with CE. 

6.  

(ghat section as well as Electric Loco 

(WAG5/WAG7/EAG9) are new to this section 

after OHE commissioning.  

 

Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

16 On 05.03.2018 at 02:20hrs while on 

run between JRT-MVF section of 

WAT Division LP of Train no. ARC-

03/24 observed dust and smoke 

while looking back and stopped found 

two wheels of rear trolley leading 

Loco derailed.  

Cost of damage:-Rs. 44,01306/- 

Enquired by JAG level and accepted 

by DRM.  

Cause of the accident:- The 

derailment occurred due to “Weld 

Failure” & defect in rear bogie of 

Loco No. 23358. 

1. There were serious 

maintenance lapses on the 

part of Engg. & Loco. 

2. The thermit weld (AT weld) 

portion in the curve had not 

been protected properly with 

far end bolting of joggled fish 

plates, indicating violation of 

laid down norms of weld 

protection.  Moreso, the 

lapses were seriously viewed 

by the committee considering 

thrust of HQ ad DRM 

specifically on this issue. 

3. The gauge variation of wheel 

No. 1 & 6 of loco No. 23358, 

also indicates that the 

maintenance of loco was not as 

per norms. 

4. As per observations, it may be 

noted that in future loco 

reading should be taken in 

off-loaded condition wherever 

prima-facie fault is likely to 

exist in locomotive involved in 

accident.  

7. Primary- 

8. Sri R.K. Singh Jadan, 

SSE(P)/KRPU- for 

improper protection of 

weld joint. 

Secondary:- 

Sri Manoj Kumar, 

SSE/ELS/VSKP- for 

improper maintenance of 

Loco No. 23358. 

Blameworthy:- 

ELS/VSKP- for not 

providing sufficient data 

to the inquiry 

committee. 

1.All over-aged welds should be protected 

with joggled fishplates at far end bolts.  

Regular checks to be conducted on weld 

joints to ensure proper fitments of 

joggled fishplates with two far end bolts. 

2. Loco Shed should immediately provide 

data as per the demand of inquiry 

committee to identify proper cause of 

derailment.  
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